Dear sustainability enthusiasts,

Welcome to the 13th issue of the newsletter we publish as part of the climate protection project. Here you will find small reports from the climate protection and sustainability cosmos of the university at more or less regular intervals (and usually 1-2 spelling mistakes).

If you have recently joined here (yay!), you can check out the back issues on the website.

Survey on air travel

Once again, we cordially invite you to participate in the survey on air travel in everyday scientific work. This question was created for us by the ifeu Institute because we participate in their FlyingLess project as a satellite school. So, conveniently, we don't have to evaluate the results ourselves. Your participation is super important for us because it gives us an authentic picture of the mood on the subject of air travel, the background is shown and climate protection measures can be implemented precisely. To the survey

Current status of the greenhouse gas balance

We are almost finished with the preparation of the greenhouse gas balance for the year 2022 and will make it available to the university public as soon as possible. In addition to the presentation in the university public part of the Senate, we will again - as last year - make a separate event on this. We are still announcing the date and would be happy if you join us on one or the other occasion.

Bike parking facility

Finally, another climate protection-related construction site: Construction work has now begun on a new bicycle parking facility in the area in front of building A01 on the Haarentor campus. There will be space for 370 bicycles.

We'll leave you with these three short news items for this time; have a good summer!

Best regards

Anna Krämer [she/her]
Officer for university climate protection management
Carl von Ossietzky University Oldenburg
Office of the Presidential Board
anna.sarah.kraemer@uol.de
www.uol.de/klimaschutz-nachhaltigkeit

If you do not want to receive this newsletter anymore, please send a reply mail with the word "Unsubscribe" or "Remove" and we will remove you from the distribution list.